We are Policy Connect, the not-for-profit organisation with two decades in policy work, overseeing the research
and delivery of more than 50 key publications. We have a long history of success in running engaging forums,
commissions and All-Party Parliamentary Groups.
Our work
Policy Connect brings together parliamentarians with public and private organisations to
tackle big issues across a range of sectors affected by policy. We deliver key pieces of independent research with evidence-based recommendations to inform and improve UK
public policy. All of our work is delivered by the dedicated teams at Policy Connect who
are passionately involved in policy work, and experts in their area of inquiry.

Our social responsibility
Being an open, transparent not-for-profit organisation and maintaining independence through
cross-party work is one of the pillars of what makes us who we are. Our team is accountable,
friendly, knowledgeable and trustworthy. We are a social enterprise and London Living Wage
accredited. Our Corporate Social Responsibility programme includes mentoring disadvantaged
young people.

Getting involved
By getting involved in our on-going programme of policy engagement, our partners can
better understand their market demands and encourage policymakers to focus on
critical areas with an informed approach. There are numerous ways for organisations to
become involved with our work. Member and supporter organisations have the
flexibility to tailor their involvement to meet their need, with options including
membership, research inquiry partnership, and individual event or report sponsorship.

SafeLives — our charity of the year
At Policy Connect, we choose a charity to support each year. This year we have chosen SafeLives, a
national charity dedicated to ending domestic abuse. Every year, over two million people
experience domestic abuse. Through combining data, research and insight from services and
survivors, SafeLives seeks to find out what really works to make vulnerable people safe and well.

